There is a theorem that two Bessel functions J"(x) and Jv(x) can have no common positive zeros if m is an integer and v = u + m where m is an integer, but this does not preclude the possibility that for unrestricted real positive n and v not differing by an integer, the two functions JJ^x) and Jv(x) can have common zeros.
1. Introduction. The Bessel functions Jv(x), where v is a real number, is known to have an infinity of positive zeros jvX, jv2, /" 3, ... , /",, ....
If ^ is variable, jvs is a continuous increasing function of v. As n -► °°, (/" +1 -jpn) -► ff. There is a theorem that Jv(x) and Jv+n(x), n an integer, have no common zeros. Proofs of these facts are in [6] . The theorem just cited does not preclude the possibility that if p -v is not an integer, the functions Jv(x) and /M(x) may have zeros in common. It is quite obvious that two functions can have one positive zero in common because v can be determined so that /" j coincides with a particular / s where p < v. An inspection of tables [3] shows that for some v between 3.5 and 4,/"(x) will have its first zero /" j = /, 2-It is the purpose of the present investigation to show that there exist values p and v such that Jß{x) and Jv(x) have at least two positive zeros in common.
2. Estimations for an Example. By searching tables [3] , [5] it was found that the interval between /" ]2 = 36.9170984 and/0 ls = 46.3411884 was nearly equal to the interval from ;30 j to /30 3 which is approximately 9.354. This is less than j0 x s -/" 12 = 9.42409. But the interval from/31 j to/31 3 has/31 3 -/31 j = 9.4249 which is greater than /" x s -j0 x 2.
This suggests that if p is determined so that / j = 36.917, then / 3 should be close to /0 j s. It happens that / 3 = 46.3258 < ;0 x s = 46.3412. Now if u is slightly increased / 3 -/ x will be increased. This can be shown by using the series found by F. W. J. Olver Step 1. Input the eight quantities, pa, pb, va, vb, xa, xb, za, z& ; more specifically: If any version fails to converge, terminate with appropriate message.
Step 3. Define the function F(i>) = \xx -x2| where Xj and x2 are derived by performing Steps 2.1 through 2.4.
Step 4. Given the interval for v, use a version of Brent's algorithm, say BF, to solve for v in the equation F(v) = 0. If BF fails to converge, terminate with appropriate message. 
